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3 The Canaanite Shi�

3.1 Introduction

The Canaanite Shift is one of the better-known sound changes to have affected
Biblical Hebrew. Phonetically, it is uncomplicated: at some point, some cases of
Proto-Northwest-Semitic *ā shifted to *ō in an ancestor of Hebrew, resulting in
correspondences of Biblical Hebrew o, as in šålom ‘well-being’, to reflexes of *ā in
other languages, as in Aramaic šlām, Arabic salāmun, G@↪@z salām, and Akkadian
/šalāmu/. As Proto-Northwest-Semitic did not have a phonemic *ō vowel, this
change of *ā > *ō would originally have been phonetic, only reaching a phonemic
status when new cases of *ā were created by the contraction of triphthongs (see
below and chapter 5). Besides Hebrew, Phoenician and Amarna Canaanite also
attest the operation of this sound change, hence its identification as a shared
Canaanite innovation. As the Phoenician and Amarna Canaanite data are much
more sparse than those attested in Hebrew, they do not contribute anything
to the investigation of the Canaanite Shift’s conditioning (Suchard 2012), and
consequently, they will not be discussed in this chapter.

The controversy surrounding the Canaanite Shift is due to a number of apparent
exceptions, where ā-vowels in other languages correspond to Biblical Hebrew å,
not **o. As sound laws should be exceptionless, this has led to two approaches
which aim to resolve this problem. Either the Canaanite Shift is given a relatively
restrictive conditioning, which then, together with analogy, explains the anomalous
cases of å for expected **o, or the reconstructions of the supposed counterexamples
are revised, showing that they did not contain *ā at the time of the Canaanite
Shift and could therefore not have been affected by it. After a brief consideration
of various previous proposals, we will attempt to combine these approaches, first
making sure that only words and grammatical categories with reconstructible *ā
are taken into account, and then establishing phonetically plausible conditions
which adequately explain the reflex of *ā in these words.
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3 The Canaanite Shift

3.2 Previous suggestions

3.2.1 Stress-conditioned

Like many after him, Brockelmann (1908: 142–143) holds that the Canaanite
Shift only affected stressed vowels, formulating it as *´̄a > *´̄o. Unstressed and
secondarily stressed syllables kept *ā, giving rise to interchanges such as k´̊ak

¯
å

‘thus’ but ko ‘idem’, mā ‘what’ but kåmóni ‘like me’, etc. Nouns would originally
have shown a similar interchange, as the position of the stress varied throughout
the paradigm, but either the *ā or the *ō was then generalized . This then resulted
in some apparent exceptions like t.abbåh. ‘cook’, formed after the plural t.abbåh. im
< *t.abbāh

˘
´̄ıma. The observation that the Canaanite Shift took place in the qal

active participle qot.el, as well as a few other forms that show an o which is never
stressed in Biblical Hebrew, leads Brockelmann to posit the same stress system
as is found in Classical Arabic (but see chapter 4) for Proto-Canaanite, in which
the stress falls on the last heavy (i.e. closed or containing a long vowel) non-final
syllable of a word, or, if the word does not contain any heavy syllables, on the first
syllable. Thus, *q´̄at.ilum would have an accented *´̄a, which then underwent the
Canaanite Shift.

Brockelmann is inconsistent in his explanation of the å in the perfect of II-wy
and III-wy roots, like qåm ‘he stood’ and gålå ‘he uncovered’. On page 142, he
attributes this seeming non-operation of the Canaanite Shift to the weaker stress
that verbs bore at the time, but further on in the same work, he gives a different
explanation: qåm has restored its *ā based on analogy with forms like qámtå ‘you
(m.sg.) stood up’ (p. 613), and the final *ā of gålå was ‘anceps’, i.e. neither quite
long nor short, and therefore did not undergo the Canaanite Shift, like the final
vowel in ↩attå ‘you (m.sg.)’ and the second person masculine singular personal
suffix -k

¯
å (p. 627; see chapter 8). Finally, he notes that the Canaanite Shift did

not occur in words where *ā was preceded by a round vowel, viz. *u or *ō, citing
words such as qOrbån ‘offering’ and tošåb

¯
‘resident alien’ (p. 255). Thus, he believes

in a Canaanite Shift that was both conditioned by stress and by preceding vowels.

The most problematic part of Brockelmann’s account is his explanation (or
rather, explanations) of the II-wy and III-wy perfect forms. It seems unlikely that
verbs like qåm and gålå would have been less prominently stressed than proclitic
prepositions like kmo ‘like’ < *kamā; also note that pretonic lengthening did not
operate in *kamā, which would otherwise have yielded **kåmo, while it did take
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3.2 Previous suggestions

place in *gal´̄a > *gāl´̄a > gålå (see chapter 4). The alternative explanations are
no less problematic. Brockelmann attributes the preservation or restoration of
*ā in qåm to analogy with the first and second person forms like qámtå, but this
analogy cannot have been modeled on the strong verb, as this should have yielded
a different form: *qat.alta (2m.sg.pf.) : *qat.ala (3m.sg.pf.) = *qamta (2m.sg.pf.)
: *qama (3m.sg.pf.) > **qam, not *qāma > qåm. A similar alternation between
a long vowel in an originally open syllable and a short vowel in an originally
closed one does occur in the imperfect of II-wy verbs, e.g. tåqúmu ‘you (m.pl.) will
stand up’ < *taqūmū besides *tåqómnå1 ‘you (f.pl.) will stand up’ < *taqumna,
but this does not seem a very likely model for an analogical innovation in the
perfect. Indeed, if the perfect paradigm of the II-wy verbs should have undergone
analogical leveling, as Brockelmann, suggests, we may wonder why the third
person forms should not have extended their vowel to the first and second persons,
resulting in **qom ‘he stood up’, **qómtå ‘you (m.sg.) stood up’, etc.; a very
similar change does seem to have affected the III-↩ verbs, where analogy with the
third person forms like *qara↩a ‘he called’ restored the sequence *-a↩- in closed
syllables as in *qara↩ta > qår´̊at

¯
å ‘you (m.sg.) called’, which should otherwise have

yielded *qara↩ta > *qarāta > **qårót
¯
å, like *ra↩sum > *rāsum > roš (Birkeland

1940: 40). For the problems associated with the concept of anceps vowels, which
Brockelmann posits as an alternative explanation for the retention of word-final -å
in gålå, see chapter 8.

More or less the same formulation of the Canaanite Shift is adopted by Berg-
strässer (1918: 143), who additionally names Aramaic influence as a source of
preserved *ā. On page 145, he makes the important point that unstressed *ō
(which often derives from *ā) occasionally appears as u in Biblical Hebrew, cf.
forms like nåsoḡ ‘he turned back’ besides nsuḡót

¯
i ‘I turned back’ or måt

¯
oq ‘sweet

(m.sg.)’ besides mt
¯

uqå ‘idem (f.sg.)’. In these forms, he sees the traces of a regular
sound law which has largely been cancelled out by the effects of analogy. No cases
of *ō > u are attested in word-initial syllables, cf. the many forms with unstressed o
like the qal active participle qot.el, where it cannot have been analogically restored;
hence, we may tentatively state that *ō became *ū in non-initial unstressed
syllables. Furthermore, Bergsträsser disagrees with Brockelmann on the exact
prehistory of II-wy perfects like qåm, which he considers unexplained. More

1Not actually attested, but cf. forms like wattåšób
¯

nå ‘and they returned’ < *(wa-)tat
¯
ubna from

šwb ‘to return’.
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3 The Canaanite Shift

recently, Blau (2010: 48, 136) has also posited a stress-conditioned Canaanite
Shift.

If the shift was indeed conditioned by the position of the stress, we may expect
to find alternations between (originally) stressed o and unstressed å. As we shall
see, however, no such alternations can unambiguously be identified, a fact which
has led scholars to posit a non-stress-conditioned formulation of the Canaanite
Shift.

3.2.2 Unconditioned

Birkeland (1940) discounts some of Brockelmann’s most important counterexam-
ples of the Canaanite Shift. Based on irregular correspondences and evidence from
Arabic and Phoenician spellings, he explains II-wy and III-wy perfect forms like
qåm and gålå as relatively late contractions from triradical forms like *qawama
and *galawa, which postdate the operation of the Canaanite Shift (pp. 41–42; see
chapter 5 for a discussion of this contraction). Word-final cases of -å, in Birkeland’s
view, are late restitutions, resulting from dialect borrowing (p. 48, see chapter 8).
Having thus eliminated most of the counterexamples that motivated the propo-
nents of stress conditioning, he posits an unconditioned shift of *ā > *ō (ibid.).
This explanation is adopted by Christian (1953), Rabin (1960b), and Dolgopolsky
(1999), among others; the latter proposes a slightly different development of *a↩
to explain the presence of the ↩ in Samaritan Hebrew words like rē↩oš ‘head’ <
*ra↩sum.

The arguments given to explain the non-operation of the Canaanite Shift in
some forms are compelling. Unfortunately, the proponents of an unconditioned
change do not explicitly addresses the issue of nouns which must go back to forms
with *ā, yet have not undergone the Canaanite Shift, like tošåb

¯
. This leads Blau

(2010: 136) to rightly criticize these unconditioned accounts of the Canaanite
Shift for their lack of explanatory power.

3.2.3 Bauer & Leander (1922)

As was discussed in the introduction to this work, Bauer & Leander (1922) treat
the cases of apparently preserved *ā as evidence for their theory of Hebrew as a
mixed language. As they can simply explain every non-occurrence of the Canaanite
Shift as a later intrusion from the ‘young’ Semitic stratum spoken by the Israelite
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3.3 Data

invaders, many problematic forms that warrant special treatment for Brockelmann
(1908) are dismissed, although his formulation of the Canaanite Shift in general is
retained and held to have only applied to the ‘old’, pre-Israelite Canaanite stratum
in Hebrew. Again, there is no good evidence to suppose Hebrew was a mixed
language, so this explanation cannot be accepted.

3.2.4 Summary

The main point of contention in the debate surrounding the Canaanite Shift is
whether it was stress-conditioned. Of the proposals that have been made so far,
those that deny the relevance of the stress leave some of the material unexplained.
Those scholars that posit stress conditioning, however, largely base themselves on
forms that probably did not have *ā at the time of the Canaanite Shift’s operation.
In the next section, we will examine the possible examples and counterexamples of
the Canaanite Shift to see whether stress conditioning is truly necessary to account
for the data, and what other conditioning factors may be identified.

3.3 Data

In this section, we will consider the possible occurrences of Proto-Semitic (*a↩ >)
*ā > Canaanite *ō and (*a↩ >) *ā > *ā. To ascertain that the words and patterns
we will be looking at contained *ā at the time of the Canaanite Shift, we must
exclude other sources of Biblical Hebrew o and å. Alternative sources of Biblical
Hebrew o are *u in stressed syllables, as in the imperfect *yaqt.ulu > yiqt.ol; possibly
*u in some pretonic syllables in pausal forms, as in *yaqt.ulūna > yiqt.olun (see
chapter 4); *u before originally geminated gutturals and *r, as in *yuburraku >
yb
¯

orak
¯

‘he will be blessed’; syllable-final *aw in most positions (see chapter 5 for
the conditioning), as in *t

¯
awrum > šor ‘bull’; *V̆wu and *V̆yu, as in *bawut

¯
a > boš

‘he was ashamed’ (see chapter 5); and loanwords containing *ō or *o. Alternative
sources of Biblical Hebrew å are *a which has undergone tonic, pretonic or pausal
lengthening (see chapter 4), as in *dabarum > dåb

¯
år ‘word’; *a before originally

geminated gutturals and *r, as in *ra↪↪atum > rå↪å ‘evil’; *V̆wa and *V̆ya, as in
*↪iyar̄ıma > ↪årim ‘cities’ (see chapter 5); and loanwords containig *ā, especially
from Aramaic.
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3 The Canaanite Shift

Table 3.1: *qāt.um nominals

BH meaning cognates

↩on ‘virility’ Ug. <an> ‘power’
↩or ‘light’ Ug. <ar>
goy ‘nation’ Mari Akk. /gā↩um/ ‘gang’ (WS loan)
dod

¯
‘beloved’, ‘uncle’ Akk. /dādu/ ‘beloved’, Arab. dādun ‘foster-father’

dor ‘generation’ Aram. dār
h. ol ‘sand’ Aram. h. āl ‘sand’, Arab. h. āl ‘mud’
t.ob

¯
‘good’ Aram. t.āb

¯kos ‘cup’ Aram. kās, Arab. ka↩sun, Akk. /kāsu/ (see text)
qol ‘voice’ Aram. G@. qāl
šoq ‘thigh’ Aram. šāq, Arab. sāqun

In order to be sure that a certain vowel goes back to *ā, then, we must show
that alternative reconstructions are implausible on phonological or morphological
grounds, and that there is no reason to assume that the word it occurs in has been
borrowed. Alternatively, a reconstruction with *ā can be supported by cognate
evidence, which will mainly be taken from Aramaic (in its different dialects),
Classical Arabic, G@↪@z, and Akkadian. All of these languages preserve *ā as ā,
but here too, ā has alternative sources. In Aramaic, ā (or å) can also go back
to *V̆wa or *V̆ya (Beyer 1984: 83). Arabic ā can reflect *awV̆ or *ayV̆ in open
syllables.2 G@↪@z ā can come from *a when adjacent to a guttural, as in *bah. r >
bāh. r ‘sea’ (Tropper 2002: 36–38). In Akkadian, the loss of Proto-Semitic gutturals
(except for *h

˘
), *w and *y lengthened *a > /ā/ in a number of circumstances

(Huehnergard 1997: 38–39); the most relevant for current purposes is that Old
Babylonian /ā/ can derive from *V̆PA, P representing *↩, *h, *ġ, *w or *y, and A
representing *a or *ā.

3.3.1 *ā> o

*qāt.um

The words in table 3.1 can securely be reconstructed as coming from a *qāt.um
pattern.

2Cf. Classical Arabic māta, Biblical Hebrew met
¯
, G@↪@z mota ‘he died’, all < *mawita (Suchard

forthcoming).
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3.3 Data

Sub voce h. oăh. ‘thorn’, Koehler & Baumgartner (1994–2001: 296) cite an Akka-
dian cognate /h

˘
āh
˘
u/, but this is not listed in the CAD or Von Soden (1965–1981).

A possibly related form /h
˘
ah
˘
i(n)nu/ (Von Soden) or /h

˘
ah
˘
ı̄nu/ (CAD) ‘thorny plant’

is attested, though. Akkadian /h
˘
ah
˘
h
˘
u/ has been interpreted as an Aramaic loan-

word, reflecting a putative Aramaic *h
˘
ah
˘
h
˘

‘hook’, but the meaning of the Akkadian
is uncertain (Abraham & Sokoloff 2011: 33). Jewish Babylonian Aramaic and
Syriac, on the other hand, have h. oh. å/h. ōh. ā as cognates. The alternate Biblical
Hebrew form h. åh. , plural h. ah. im, seemingly < *h

˘
ah
˘
h
˘
um, shows that the word

does not come from a II-w root. This rules out the reconstructions *h
˘
awh

˘
um and

*h
˘
awuh

˘
um, so it seems safest to assume a *qut.t.um pattern for the Northwest

Semitic form of this word.

h. op̄ ‘shore’ might be compared to Arabic h. āfatun ‘edge’, but it is more plausibly
connected to Ugaritic <h

˘
p y[m]> ‘seashore’ (KTU 1.3ii.7). As the Ugaritic <h

˘
>

cannot correspond to the Arabic h. , the apparent cognate must be rejected, and the
original vowel in Biblical Hebrew h. op̄ remains uncertain.

kos ‘cup’ could come from original *ka↩su, as Arabic ka↩sun suggests. As will be
seen below, however, Biblical Hebrew o that demonstrably derives from original
*a↩ is usually spelled with the etymological ↩ålep̄ in other cases. Thus, the attested
spelling <kws>, rather than **<k↩s>, points to *kātsum, in which case the ↩

in the Arabic form would be secondary. Akkadian /kāsu/ is compatible with
both reconstructions, but Aramaic kās points to *kātsum, as *ka↩tsum would have
yielded Aramaic **kēs (Beyer 1984: 138). In either case, we should expect the o
in Biblical Hebrew kos to be the result of the Canaanite Shift.

The etymologies of koăh. ‘might’, lot. ‘covering’, mot. ‘bar’, noăh. ‘rest’, nop̄ ‘peak?’,
sod

¯
‘council’, ↪od

¯
‘still’, ↪or ‘skin’, and tor ‘turtle dove’ are uncertain, so these words

could come from either *qāt.u, *qaw(u)t.u or *qut.(t.)u forms.

*qat.ālum

Secure *qat.āl(at)um forms can be found in table 3.2.

šmonE ‘eight’ is included in this section, even though it is not strictly a *qat.ālum
nominal. Based on the West Semitic forms, this numeral should be reconstructed
as *t

¯
amāniyum. The initial /s-/ instead of **/š-/ in Akkadian is irregular.

Fox (2003: 184) states that “a few *qatul adjectives have completely merged, by
analogy, with *qatāl, so that vowel reduction does not occur, for example, in the
construct plural q@tôlê”, listing gåd

¯
ol ‘large’, t.åhor ‘pure’, qåd

¯
oš ‘holy’, qårob

¯
‘near’,
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3 The Canaanite Shift

Table 3.2: *qat.ālum nominals

BH meaning cognates

↩åt
¯

on ‘she-ass’ Aram. ↩at
¯

tān, Arab. ↩atānun,
Akk. /atānu/

kåb
¯

od
¯

‘glory’ (see text)
↪ăb

¯
od
¯

å* ‘service’ Arab. ↪ibādatun (see text)
↪årod

¯
‘wild ass’ Aram. ↪rād

¯ś↪orå* ‘barley’ Aram. s↪ārā
šålom ‘well-being’ Aram. šlām, Arab. salāmun, G@. salām,

Akk. /šalāmu/
šåloš ‘three’ Aram. tlāt

¯
, Arab. t

¯
alāt

¯
un, G@. śalās,

Akk. /šalāš/
šmonE ‘eight’ Aram. tmānā, Arab. t

¯
amānin, G@. samāni,

Akk. /samāne/ (see text)

* The original quality of the first vowel cannot be determined.

h. åson ‘strong’, and råh. oq ‘far’. As *qat.ālum adjectives with similar semantics
are found in Arabic and G@↪@z (pp. 181 and 183, respectively), however, and
the Hebrew adjectives he lists have no clear *qat.ulum cognates, we should not
completely rule out the possibility that they reflect *qat.ālum, as Fox concedes.
On the other hand, yåt

¯
om ‘fatherless boy’ also behaves like a *qat.ālum noun, but

Syriac yat
¯

mā shows it was originally *qat.ulum.

The first vowel of ↪ăb
¯

od
¯

å ‘service’ cannot be securely reconstructed; while the
Arabic cognate ↪ibādatun has an i in this position, Arabic qit.ālun can go back to
both *qit.ālum and *qat.ālum (Fox 2003: 180). ↩åd

¯
on ‘lord’ is probably originally

*ad-ānum, i.e. *ad- with the *-ānum suffix (see p. 77 below), as is shown by
the alternation between Ugaritic <ad> and <adn> (also attested in the syllabic
spelling a-da-nu) ‘father, lord’.

While they do show an o that is preserved in unstressed, open syllables, ↩åh. or
‘back’, bśorå ‘report’, h. ăḡore ‘girded’ (construct plural), måzor ‘boil’, *nVk

¯
oăh.

‘straight(ness)’ (only attested with suffixes) and qt.orå ‘sacrificial smoke’ could all
be either *qVt.āl(at)u or *qVt.ul(at)u forms. In the latter case, they would have
originally shown pretonic gemination of the consonant following their *u (see
chapter 4), which was later degeminated with compensatory lengthening of *o to
*ō. kåb

¯
od
¯

‘glory’, however, has a non-reducing o that cannot be due to a following
guttural, and since it is clearly connected to the attested root kbd ‘to be heavy,
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3.3 Data

respected’, a *qat.ālu reconstruction seems certain. gåh. on ‘belly (of reptile)’ also
preserves its h. olem, but as it is not derived from an attested Biblical Hebrew root,
its etymology is somewhat unsure.

As there are few *qat.ulum nouns attested in Semitic (only unambiguously
attested in Arabic; Fox 2003: 173ff.), dårom ‘south’, ↪årob

¯
‘noxious insects’, ↪åśor

‘set of ten’ and råzon ‘high official’ are more likely to be *qat.ālum forms, but this
remains uncertain, as they are only attested without suffixes.

Wagner (1966: 127) considers the possibility that båḡod
¯

å ‘treacherous’ is a
loanword or a secondary creation based on a borrowing of the uniquely Aramaic
agent noun pattern qāt.ōl; this would explain its unreduced å in the first syllable.
Semantically, the same explanation might hold for båh. on ‘assayer’ and h. åmos. and
↪åšoq, both ‘oppressor’. These three words are all attested only once or twice, in
literary prophetic texts. Two other hapax legomena occur in Ezek 27:24, a prophecy
against Tyre: bromim ‘two-coloured fabric’ and glome ‘garments’ (construct state
plural). Given the context and their meaning, these might be loanwords.

*qit.ālum / qut.ālum

These two patterns have largely merged in Biblical Hebrew and are therefore
treated under the same heading. As above, securely reconstructed *qit.ālum,
*qut.ālum and similar forms can be found in table 3.3.

It is not clear whether the quality of the reduced Ĕ in ↩̆Enoš ‘man(kind)’ must go
back to *i or could also originate in *u. Both vowels are attested in the cognates
listed. As Ugaritic, a Northwest Semitic language, is genetically closer to Hebrew
than Arabic, we may tentatively adopt the vowel reflected in the former language
and reconstruct the precursor to the Hebrew form as *↩ināsum. broš ‘juniper’
has the Aramaic cognate brōt

¯
, but the Aramaic ō is probably an independent

development from *ā which occurred after *r in some cases (Beyer 1984: 137).
gåron ‘throat’ and låšon ‘tongue’ go back to *garānum and *lasānum, respectively,
innovative forms Hebrew shares with Ugaritic and possibly Aramaic, but which are
distinct from their cognates in the other branches of Semitic, reflecting presumably
older *girānum and *lisānum; the latter form is also reflected in Punic alsounalph
‘oxtongue (a kind of plant)’, with reduction of *i (Steiner 2001).3 lb

¯
onå ‘incense’,

a widely borrowed Kulturwort, is also reflected by borrowed forms outside of
Semitic. Mainly based on these forms like Greek λίβανος and Beja libān, Müller

3I thank Dr. C. Stadel for pointing this article out to me.
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3 The Canaanite Shift

Table 3.3: *qit.ālum and *qut.ālum nominals

BH meaning cognates

↩ăb
¯

oy ‘uneasiness’ *
↩ezor ‘loincloth’ Arab. ↩izārun
↩̆Elohim ‘God, god(s)’ Aram. ↩̆Elåh/↩alāhā,

Ug. <ilh>, Arab. ↩ilāhun
↩̆Enoš ‘man(kind)’ Aram. ↩enāš, Ug. <inš>,

Arab. ↩unāsun*
bloye ‘waste (construct)’ *
broš ‘juniper’ Akk. /burâšu/*
gåron ‘throat’ Arab. jirānun, Akk. /girānu/*
(↩E)zroă↪ ‘arm’ Aram. drā↪, Arab. d

¯
irā↪un

h. ăb
¯

ol(åt
¯

o) ‘(his) pledge’ *
h. ălom ‘dream’ *
h. ămor ‘donkey’ Aram. h. mār, Arab. h. imārun,

Akk. /imēru/
ysod

¯
‘foundation’ Syr. ↩issād

¯
ā, Arab. wisādun ‘pillow’

lb
¯

onå ‘incense’ Arab. lubānun, Tigriña l@banät*
låšon ‘tongue’ Aram. liššān, Syll. Ug. la-ša-nu*
↪ăb

¯
ot
¯

‘rope’ *
ploni ‘someone’ Aram. plān, Arab. fulānun*
pt
¯

ot
¯

e ‘morsels (construct)’ Arab. futātun
rh. ob

¯
‘open place’ *

śrok
¯

‘sandal-thong (construct)’ Arab. širākun
thom ‘primeval ocean’ Akk. /ti↩āmtu/
↩Et
¯

-/t-mol ‘yesterday’ G@. t@māl@m, Akk. /timāli/

*See text.
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(1974) reconstructs the source word as *libān, an Ancient South Arabian term,
in his opinion. The Hebrew formation with an added feminine ending is most
closely matched by the Tigriña cognate, l@banät; both forms can be reconstructed
as *libānat-. The u in the Arabic form may be due to assimilation to the following
bilabial. ploni ‘someone’ has additional material after their third radical, but Arabic
fulānun points to an original *qutālum form.

↩ăb
¯

oy ‘uneasiness’, from the root ↩by, must be reconstructed with *ā as its second
vowel, as *y and the surrounding vowels would have contracted to a monophthong
if the preceding vowel were short (see chapter 5). For the same reason, bloye
‘waste (construct)’ must also be reconstructed with *ā in the second syllable. That
the h. olem in h. ăb

¯
ol ‘pledge’ is historically long and thus derives from *ā is shown by

its preservation in the suffixed feminine form h. ăb
¯

olåt
¯

o ‘his pledge’; non-reduction
of o is also seen in h. ălom ‘dream’, ↪ăb

¯
ot
¯

‘rope’ and rh. ob
¯

‘open place’. The same
cannot be said for h. ăḡor and h. ăḡorå ‘belt’, t.h. orim ‘hemorrhoids’, mlo(↩) ‘contents’
or s.ror ‘pouch’, though, as the o precedes a reš or guttural here and could therefore
be secondary.

While nh. ušå ‘bronze’ could come from *nuh. āsatum (cf. Arabic nuh. āsun), with
further development of the unstressed *ā > *ō > u, it seems more likely that
the Biblical Hebrew words derives from a form with an *ū in the second syllable,
as is supported by the more common synonym nh. óšEt

¯
< *nVh. ustum (possibly <

*nVh. ūstum). A semantically similar example of a *qut.ālum pattern being recast as
*qVt.ūlum in Biblical Hebrew is found in h. årus. ‘gold’ besides Akkadian /h

˘
urās.u/.

Finally, Wagner (1966: 18) lists ↩̆Eḡoz ‘nut’ as an Aramaic loanword, while dror
‘manumission’ is a loan from Akkadian /(an)durāru/: the development of the
latter can be traced throughout the Akkadian language, while Biblical Hebrew dror
appears isolated, without an associated root (Mankowski 2000: 50). The fact that
Akkadian /ā/ was borrowed as *ō shows that the speakers of Hebrew had some
intuitive grasp of the correspondence of Akkadian /ā/ to Hebrew *ō. Alternatively,
Mankowski (ibid.) suggests a loan extension of a native Hebrew word meaning
‘liquid’ based on the meaning of the cognate Akkadian word.

*qVt.t.ālum

A small group of nominals which mainly describe human characteristics show
gemination of the second radical and a following o which is not reduced when
unstressed; this group includes gibbor ‘mighty (one), warrior’, yillod

¯
‘newborn’,
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3 The Canaanite Shift

yissor ‘reprover’, and šikkor ‘drunk’. The lack of gemination in the r of Samaritan
Hebrew aggibbūr@m (Tiberian haggibborim) ‘the warriors’ and the fact that yillod

¯
im

‘newborn(s)’ shows an unreduced h. olem before a non-guttural consonant suggest
that these words should be reconstructed as *qVt.t.ālum.

The quality of the first vowel is hard to determine. Traditionally (e.g. Bauer
& Leander 1922: 478–479), this small category has been connected with the
*qat.t.ālum nouns found in many other Semitic languages (see below), e.g. Syriac
gabbārā ‘warrior’. Fox (2003: 276), however, follows Huehnergard (1992: 222, n.
55) in reconstructing them as *qut.t.ulum. The attested h. ireq in the first syllable
would then be the result of back vowel dissimilation: *qut.t.ul- > *qit.t.ul- > qit.t.ol.

Both reconstructions have their merits and problems. The *qat.t.ālum reconstruc-
tion is supported by the nice correspondence between Hebrew gibbor and Syriac
gabbārā ‘warrior’, but no other correspondences; *qut.t.ulum, too, lacks convincing
cognate pairs. Fox and Huehnergard object that a *qat.t.ālum reconstruction cannot
explain the h. ireq found in the Biblical Hebrew reflex of the pattern, qit.t.ol, but
their proposed *qut.t.ulum does not match the attested plural, qit.t.olim, and they
must resort to an explanation based on analogy. Finally, we should not exclude
the possibility that the vowel goes back to an original *i, as is the case in the
early loanword kinnor ‘zither’, ultimately from an Indian word like Telugu kinnāra.
*qit.t.ālum is a reconstructable pattern, and the negative meaning of these nouns
in Arabic (e.g. h

˘
innābun ‘stupid, thick-nosed’; Fox 2003: 279) fits šikkor ‘drunk’,

at least. For ease of reference, these four words and kinnor are listed among the
possible *qVt.t.ālum nominals in table 3.4, but their reconstruction with *ā cannot
be ascertained.

While s. innor ‘pipe?’ would formally seem to belong to this group, its exact
meaning and etymology are unclear (Koehler & Baumgartner 1994–2001: 1038),
and it will therefore be excluded. rimmon ‘pomegranate’ also does not match
the other words semantically, but its reconstruction as *qVt.t.ālum is supported
by Aramaic rummān. Both words probably derive from either *qut.t.ālum (with
dissimilation of *rumm- > *rimm- in Hebrew) or *qit.t.ālum (with assimilation of
*rimm- > *rumm- in Aramaic).

This leaves us with two qat.t.ol nouns with one attestation each. qanno ‘jealous’
and rattoq ‘chain’ can both plausibly be interpreted as fossilized pi↪el infinitives
(see below), in which case ↩el-qanno ‘a jealous God’ in Josh 24:19 would actually
be ‘a God of being jealous’. rattoq is textually uncertain and may be a corrupt
form.
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Table 3.4: possible *qVt.t.ālum nominals

BH meaning

gibbor ‘mighty, warrior’
yillod

¯
‘newborn’

yissor ‘reprover’
kinnor ‘zither’
rimmon ‘pomegranate’
šikkor ‘drunk’

Productive categories

There are also a number of productive morphemes and noun classes that show
an o for older *ā. Due to their productivity, they offer less information about the
precise conditioning of the sound change, but they are still useful.

In nominal derivation, there are several patterns with m-prefixes. *mVqt.alum
patterns of II-wy roots have undergone a sound change *CWa > *Cā (with W
representing *w and *y), resulting in *mVqālum, probably already in Proto-Semitic
(Brockelmann 1908: 378). For *maqt.alum place nouns, for instance, we find
Aramaic mqām from the root qwm, Arabic makānun and G@↪@z makān from kwn,
all meaning ‘place’. The Aramaic word’s Biblical Hebrew cognate, måqom ‘place’,
shows that these *maqālum words underwent the Canaanite Shift in Hebrew. A
list of attested words can be found in table 3.5; some words that do not show a
strong semantic link with the *maqt.alum category and have r or a guttural as their
third radical have been excluded, as they could also derive from *maqt.ullum >

*maqūllum > *maqullum.

A similar category is that of *mVqt.ālum nouns. These are less frequent than
m-prefixed patterns with a short second vowel, but they do occur, e.g. Syriac
mak

¯
tāšā ‘blow’ or Arabic miftāh. un ‘key’. Unless the word is attested with suffixes

in Biblical Hebrew, this category is indistinguishable from *mVqt.ulum nouns, as is
also the case if the h. olem precedes a guttural or r. Only three words can thus be
shown to be derived from a *mVqt.ālum pattern: mat.mon ‘treasure’, mak

¯
↩ob

¯
‘pain’,

and mik
¯

šol ‘obstacle’.

A final but very frequent example of the Canaanite Shift operating on a deriva-
tional morpheme is the suffix *-ānum, with several different meanings that need
not concern us here. As will be seen below, this suffix is sometimes found in
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3 The Canaanite Shift

Table 3.5: *mVqt.alum nouns from II-wy roots

BH meaning BH meaning

må↩or ‘luminary’ mnorå ‘lampstand’
måb

¯
o ‘entrance’ må↪oḡ ‘bread?’

måd
¯

on ‘strife’ må↪on ‘dwelling’
md

¯
ok
¯

å ‘mortar’ m↪onå ‘dwelling’
måzon ‘food’ mås.od

¯
‘hunting net’

måh. ol ‘round dance’ ms.od
¯

å ‘net’
mh. olå ‘round dance’ ms.olå ‘depth’
måk

¯
on ‘site’ mås.oq ‘stress’

mk
¯

onå ‘base’ mås.or ‘stress, siege’
målon ‘place to stay the night’ måqom ‘place’
mmot

¯
e ‘death (construct)’ måqor ‘well, source’

mnod
¯

‘shaking (construct)’ mårom ‘height’
månos ‘refuge’ måśoś ‘joy’
månor ‘beam’ måšot. ‘oar’

Biblical Hebrew as -ån, but its more common reflex is -on. Table 3.6 lists the
attested words with -on.

Besides derived categories, there are a few cases of the Canaanite Shift op-
erating in nominal inflection and verbal conjugation. In the nominals, there is
the extremely frequent plural suffix -ot

¯
< *-ātum, cf. Aramaic (construct state)

-āt
¯
, Arabic -ātun, G@↪@z -āt, and Akkadian /-ātu/. This plural suffix, which is

almost always attached to feminine nominals, is so common that it would be very
impractical to list all of its occurrences; besides, it never occurs with å < *ā, so it
cannot tell us all that much about the conditioning of the Canaanite Shift.

The same goes for two technically nominal patterns which are strongly associ-
ated with the verb. Firstly, there is the qal active participle qot.el < *qāt.ilum, cf.
Aramaic qāt.el, Arabic qāt.ilun, Akkadian /qāt.ilu/, all active participles, and G@↪@z
agent nominals like s. ād@q ‘just’ (Fox 2003: 239). There are also some Biblical
Hebrew *qāt.ilum nouns which are not (or not transparently) related to a verb,
such as ↩oyeb

¯
‘enemy’ and boqer ‘herdsman’. Secondly, there is the qal infinitive

absolute qåt.ol < *qat.ālum, cf. Akkadian /qat.ālu/.4 In Biblical Hebrew, other verbal
stems form an infinitive absolute in -t.ol which was analogically created on this

4While this reconstruction is not certain (Strich 2013), it will be maintained in the present work.
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Table 3.6: *-ānum nominals

BH meaning BH meaning

↩ăb
¯

addon ‘perdition’ maššå↩on ‘deception’
↩Eb

¯
yon ‘poor (m.sg.)’ niqqåyon ‘innocence’

↩aḡmon ‘rush’ sillon ‘thorn’
↩ad

¯
moni ‘red (m.sg.)’ siryono ‘his coat of mail’

↩ah. ăron ‘later (m.sg.)’ ↪iwwåron ‘loss of sight’
↩išon ‘pupil (of eye)’ ↪izb

¯
onáyik

¯
‘your (f.sg.) merchandise’

↩elon ‘big tree’ ↪Elyon ‘highest (m.sg.)’
↩allon ‘big tree’ ↪is.s.åb

¯
on ‘pain’

↩almoni ‘someone’ ↪ăqallåt
¯

on ‘crooked (m.sg.)’
↩åson ‘accident’ ↪eråb

¯
on ‘pledge’

bizzåyon ‘contempt’ ↪Ermon ‘plane tree’
bit.t.åh. on ‘confidence’ ↪íśsåron ‘tenth part’
bit

¯
ron ‘gully?’ pid

¯
yon ‘ransom (construct)’

gå↩on ‘pride’ pa↪ămon ‘bell’
gillåyon ‘hand mirror?’ piqqåd

¯
on ‘deposit’

da↩ăb
¯

on ‘despair (construct)’ pråzon ‘country dwellers’
derå↩on ‘abhorrence’ pit

¯
h. on ‘reason to speak (construct)’

higgåyon ‘whispering’ pit
¯

ron ‘interpretation (construct)’
heronek

¯
‘your (f.sg.) pregnancy’ s.awwron´̊ayik

¯
‘your (f.sg.) necklaces (pause)’

heråyon ‘conception’ s.åyon ‘waterless country’
zåd

¯
on ‘insolence’ s. immå↩on ‘thirsty ground’

zed
¯

onim ‘running high (m.pl.)’ s. ip̄↪oni ‘viper’
zikkåron ‘remembrance’ qad

¯
monå ‘eastern (f.sg.)’

h. Eb
¯

yon ‘veil’ qad
¯

moni ‘eastern (m.sg.)’
h. åzon ‘vision’ qis.onå ‘outermost (f.sg.)’
h. izzåyon ‘vision’ qiqålon ‘disgrace’
h. is.on ‘outer’ qålon ‘dishonour’
h. allon ‘window’ qillšon ‘trident’
h. Esron ‘want’ rišon ‘first (m.sg.)’
h. ippåzon ‘haste’ šå↩on ‘waste’
h. arb

¯
one ‘heat (construct)’ šå↩on ‘din’

h. åron ‘heat, anger’ šibbåron ‘breaking’
h. Ermonim ‘holy places’ šabbåt

¯
on ‘sabbatical’

h. Ešbon ‘account’ šiggåyon ‘dirge?’
yåḡon ‘grief’ šiggå↪on ‘madness’
yidd↪oni ‘soothsayer’ šiddåp̄on ‘scorching’
yeråqon ‘paleness’ šikkåron ‘drunkenness’
yšimon ‘wilderness’ šilt.on ‘mastery’
yit
¯

ron ‘profit’ šalmonim ‘gifts’
kid

¯
on ‘dart’ šimmåmon ‘horror’

killåyon ‘annihilation’ širyon ‘coat of mail’
kiššålon ‘stumbling’ tah. ton ‘lower (m.sg.)’
kišron ‘skill’ tik

¯
on ‘middle (m.sg.)’

lås.on ‘boasting’ timmåhon ‘astonishment’
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3 The Canaanite Shift

example. That this must have been an early, pre-Proto-Canaanite development, is
shown by the fact that the pi↪el has an infinitive absolute qat.t.ol, which must have
been innovated when the perfect of this stem still had an *a in its first syllable,
i.e. *qat.t.ila (for this reconstruction and dating, see Huehnergard 1992). The anal-
ogy could then be formulated as *qat.Vla (qal perfect) : *qat.ōlum5 (qal infinitive
absolute) = *qat.t.ila (pi↪el perfect) : *qat.t.ōlum (pi↪el infinitive absolute). Two
separate forms are attested for the nip̄↪al: niqt.ol and hiqqåt.ol. niqt.ol can be the
result of a similar analogy to the one that created qat.t.ol. hiqqåt.ol, however, must
be based on the perceived relationship between this newly created pi↪el infinitive
absolute qat.t.ol and the infinitive construct, qat.t.el. Formally, the analogy would
be qat.t.el (pi↪el infinitive construct) : qat.t.ol (pi↪el infinitive absolute) = hiqqåt.el
(nip̄↪al infinitive construct) : hiqqåt.ol (nip̄↪al infinitive absolute).

The nip̄↪al shows more effects of the Canaanite Shift. In the perfect nip̄↪al of II-wy
roots, the same sound law that changed *maqWalum nouns to *maqālum resulted
in *naqWala> *naqāla. In Canaanite, this *ā then shifted to *ō, resulting in Biblical
Hebrew nåk

¯
on ‘it was established’ from kwn and similar forms. The imperfect also

has o, e.g. yikkon ‘it will be established’, but this is not the phonetically regular
form. Rather, it is an analogical creation, based on the corresponding forms of
II-geminate verbs; as these verbs regularly developed to have the same stem in the
nip̄↪al perfect, e.g. *natsbabū > *natsabbū > nåsábbu ‘they turned’, and imperfect,
e.g. *yintsabibū > *yintsabbū > yissábbu ‘they will turn’, they offered a model
for the extension of the perfect stem, e.g. nå-k

¯
on, to the imperfect, e.g. yik-kon

(Suchard forthcoming).

Finally, there is the -o- which appears between the perfect endings beginning
with a consonant (first and second person) and a heavy stem6, as in the nip̄↪al and
hip̄↪il of II-wy and geminate roots, as well as the qal of geminate roots: nb

¯
unót

¯
i

‘I had understanding’ from byn, hăqimót
¯
i ‘I erected’ from qwm, sabbót

¯
i ‘I turned’

from sbb, etc. While Bauer & Leander (1922: 430) say this vowel originated in
III-w roots and was transferred to the geminate and II-wy classes by analogy, no
traces of this supposed *-aw- > -o- remain in the III-wy conjugation, and it is
preferable to connect it with the /-ā-/ found in the Akkadian stative conjugation,
e.g. /pars-ā-ku/ ‘I am cut’ (Blau 2010: 209).

5Or *qat.ālum, depending on whether the Canaanite Shift had already taken place.
6I.e. a stem ending in a historically long vowel and a consonant, like hăqim- ‘erected’ (pf.), or

ending in two consonants, like sabb- ‘turned’ (pf.).
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Miscellaneous

A few nouns which appear to have undergone the Canaanite shift remain, belong-
ing to patterns that have not yet been discussed, both isolated and derived. Of
these, śmol ‘left’, spelled <šm↩l> and <šm↩wl> with a silent ↩´̊alEp̄, is the only one
with cognates that make a reconstruction with *ā probable, although the precise
form remains uncertain, cf. Syriac smālā, Ugaritic <šmal>, Arabic šimālun and
šam↩alun, Akkadian /šumēlu/. Bauer & Leander (1922: 484) attribute the strange
spelling to an interchange between two pronunciations: something like *śam↩al,
as reflected in the consonantal spelling, and *śimāl, resulting in the traditional
pronunciation, śmol. Whatever the actual origin of this strange word may be, its
vocalized cognates reflect *ā and not *u corresponding to the Biblical Hebrew o,
so we may assume that this h. olem is the result of the Canaanite Shift.

↩Eškol ‘grape’ seems to go back to *↩it
¯
kālum, as evidenced by Jewish Babylonian

Aramaic ↩it
¯
kålå and Arabic ↩it

¯
kālun,7 but the strange variation in attested forms

(Aramaic also has sḡōlā, Arabic also has ↪it
¯

kālun ‘date stalk’) and the interchange
between reduction and non-reduction of the o in the Biblical Hebrew plural ↩aškolot

¯
/ ↩Ešklot

¯
show that this is probably a loanword.

↪olåm ‘eternity’ has many apparent cognates showing the reflex of *ā in the first
syllable: Aramaic and G@↪@z ↪ālam, Arabic ↪ālamun, all meaning ‘world’. As Fox
(2003: 289–290) notes, however, there are two reasons not to reconstruct it as
*↪ālamum. First of all, the G@↪@z and Arabic words are both probably loanwords
going back to Aramaic, which might itself have borrowed it from Hebrew with
a change of *ō to *ā based on an intuitive understanding of Hebrew–Aramaic
sound correspondences. Secondly, *↪ālamum would be the only reconstructible
Proto-Semitic word of a *qāt.alum pattern, indeed, the only nominal with a long
vowel in the first syllable other than the *qāt.ilum participles. As no convincing
etymology of ↪olåm has yet been found (for an overview of the possibilities, see
Jenni 1953), the word cannot be used as evidence for the Canaanite Shift.

There are a few II-wy verbs that have an o in the perfect. Of these, t.ob
¯

‘to be good’
and ↩or ‘to be(come) light’ are probably secondary forms, based on the nominals
t.ob

¯
‘good (m.sg.)’ and ↩or ‘light’ discussed above. boš ‘to be ashamed’, on the other

hand, is probably an old verbal formation, which also has an Akkadian cognate
with the same meaning, /bâšu/. As it is a stative verb, it should probably be

7Also compare Ugaritic <ut
¯
kl> with a different vowel in the first syllable.
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reconstructed as *bawut
¯
a, Biblical Hebrew o then being the result of a contraction

of the triphthong *awu (see chapter 5).

In the imperfect, boš also has a h. olem, as in yeb
¯

oš ‘he will be ashamed’, as does bå
‘to come’, as in yåb

¯
o ‘he will come’. As boš is a stative verb, it should have originally

had a *yiqt.alu imperfect: *yibwat
¯
u. This then underwent the same *CWV > *CV̄

sound change as the *maqWalum > *maqālum nouns (Brockelmann 1908: 186),
resulting in *yibāt

¯
u, a form paralleled by Arabic ‘hollow alif’ imperfects such as

yanāmu ‘he sleeps’ from nwm (Fischer 2002: 166). This *ā then underwent the
Canaanite Shift, ultimately resulting in yeb

¯
oš. Note that the vowel of the prefix is

probably secondary: *yibāt
¯
u should properly yield **yb

¯
oš, with the *i being lost in

an open syllable before a long vowel as in *d
¯
irā↪um ‘arm’ > zroă↪ (see section 4.4).

yåb
¯

o ‘he will come’ and similar forms from the same paradigm, which is much
more common than that of boš ‘to be ashamed’, probably regularly go back to
*yabwa↩u etc. > *yabā↩u. We might expect an *i in the prefix, i.e. *yibwa↩u, due to
the Barth–Ginsberg Law (e.g. Joüon & Muraoka 2009: 118), but the *a vowel in
the stem is secondary in this verb due to the laryngeal third radical (Brockelmann
1908: 613).

The identification of u as the regular outcome of *ō in non-word-initial un-
stressed syllables, prompted by Bergsträsser (1918: 145; see above), allows us to
suggest two more examples of the Canaanite Shift in the verbal system. As will
be argued in chapter 8, the first person plural perfect ending and the formally
identical first person plural pronominal suffix should be reconstructed for Proto-
Northwest-Semitic as *-nā, as reflected by Biblical Aramaic -nå; the formal identity
with the Classical Arabic cognate makes it likely that this was the inherited form
of the suffix. This *-nā then seems to have shifted to *-nō due to the Canaanite
Shift, and further to *-nū > -nu in this unstressed, non-initial syllable. As the suffix
was rarely stressed (only when pronominal suffixes were attached to the perfect
ending), this unstressed reflex was preserved and generalized. The same may well
have happened to the third person feminine plural perfect ending, which is to
be reconstructed as *-ā, cf. Biblical Aramaic -å, G@↪@z -ā, and Akkadian /-ā/. The
same chain of sound changes that affected *-nā regularly changed *-ā > *-ō > *-ū,
merging the suffix with the inherited third person masculine plural perfect ending
*-ū. Hence, Biblical Hebrew has -u as the third person plural perfect ending in all
cases, having lost its gender distinction.8

8That the merger of the third person plural masculine and feminine perfect forms was due to
this merger of their endings as per the Canaanite Shift was suggested to me by Dr. A. Al-Jallad.
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Biblical Hebrew has a few pronouns with o where other languages have reflexes
of *ā. First, there is the personal pronoun ↩ånok

¯
i ‘I’ < *↩anāku, cf. Akkadian

/anāku/. Additionally, there is the relatively rare demonstrative pronoun zo. This
can be connected with the accusative of the not-quite-grammaticalized Arabic
d
¯

ū (nom.) / d
¯

ı̄ (gen.) / d
¯

ā (acc.) ‘one of, owner of’. The other cases of this
word also have Biblical Hebrew reflexes: the nominative *d

¯
ū resulted in the (also

rare) demonstrative and relative pronoun zu, and the genitive *d
¯
ı̄ yielded the

quite common masculine demonstrative and relative pronoun zE. The feminine
counterpart of this latter form, zot

¯
, is spelled <z↩t>, as if it were from *d

¯
a↩tu (see

below), but it is more probably the accusative *d
¯
ā with a feminine suffix added,

as in Arabic d
¯

ātu, G@↪@z zātti with an additional deictic element -ti, and probably
Ugaritic <dt>. All of these languages would have preserved *↩, had it been present
in this form.

A similar case to that of zot
¯

is found in the negative adverb lo <l↩> ‘not’. The
Biblical Hebrew spelling and the Arabic dialectal form la↩ (Brockelmann 1908:
499) suggest reconstructing it as *la↩, but that *lā is the more original form is
shown by the reflex lā in Classical Arabic and Aramaic (where *la↩ should have
yielded **lē, Beyer 1984: 138) and the spelling as prefixed <l-> without <↩> in
the Old Aramaic of Tell Sfire and other inscriptions (ibid., 615), as well as the
Ugaritic spelling <l>, reflecting a form without *↩.

Finally, there are the adverb ko ‘thus’ and the preposition kmo ‘like, as’, seemingly
a longer form of proclitic k- ‘idem’. The latter should be reconstructed as *ka-mā,
cf. Aramaic kmā, Arabic kamā. This would then be the proclitic preposition *ka-
which has been extended with *mā, unattested in Biblical Hebrew besides a few
prepositional forms but possibly related to Arabic mā ‘what’ (although the latter
should probably be reconstructed as *mah, see below). ko ‘thus’ has sometimes
(e.g. Brockelmann 1908; Bauer & Leander 1922; Blau 2010) been connected with
the first part of Biblical Hebrew k´̊ak

¯
å ‘idem’ and equated with Biblical Aramaic kå

‘here’ and Akkadian /kâ/ ‘thus’, a byform of /k̄ıam/ ‘idem’. Koehler & Baumgartner
(1994–2001: 461), however, reconstruct it as *ka-hu, i.e. ‘like it’, which does
match the meaning better than the proposed Aramaic cognate.

3.3.2 *a↩ > o

Occasionally, the letter ↩´̊alEp is used to indicate a vowel that surfaces in Tiberian
Hebrew as o. In some cases, this reflects a historical sequence of *a↩, which then
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developed to *ā > *ō, i.e. the *↩ was dropped with compensatory lengthening of
the *a, and this long *ā then underwent the Canaanite Shift.

Nouns

Two nouns spelled with ↩´̊alEp̄ and pronounced with h. olem can be shown to have
contained an *a↩ sequence due to cognate evidence: roš ‘head’ < *ra↩sum, cf.
Ugaritic <riš>, Arabic ra↩sun, G@↪@z r@↩s; and s.on ‘sheep and goats’ < *ś.a↩num, cf.
Arabic d. a↩nun, Akkadian /s.ēnu/.

The spelling of nod
¯

‘skin bottle’ as <n↩d> suggests a reconstruction as *na↩dum.
There are no cognates unambiguously attesting the *↩, however, while Akka-
dian /nādu/ ‘waterskin’ does not show the expected e-colouring of *a in nouns
containing a guttural and a resonant, like *ś.a↩num > /s.ēnu/ ‘sheep and goats’
(Huehnergard 2013: 458–460). As the precise conditioning of this Akkadian
sound change remains unclear, though, it is uncertain whether this word should
be reconstructed as *na↩dum or *nādum.

bor ‘cistern’ is usually spelled with a wåw, not with an ↩´̊alEp̄, but there are two
attestations in one verse (Jer 2:13) of a plural borot

¯
spelled <b↩rwt>, and the

original presence of an *↩ is strongly suggested by its occurrence in the related
noun b↩er ‘well’. Possibly, the usual spelling of bor with wåw was purposefully
chosen to prevent confusion with b↩er. Perhaps, then, bor should be reconstructed
as *ba↩rum, similar to the words above. Alternatively, this word may go back
to *bu↩rum, a possibility which is strongly supported by the Akkadian cognate
/būru/. Blake (1951: 250) suggests that sequences of *u↩ originally yielded *ō,
which would result in Biblical Hebrew h. olem, but in most cases, the ↩´̊alEp̄ that had
been retained in spelling was hypercorrectly reintroduced in the pronunciation,
resulting in *↩o: thus *mu↩dam ‘very’ > *mōd >> *m↩od > Biblical Hebrew m↩od

¯
.9

This restitution of the *↩ could not have taken place in bor, as it was not spelled
with an ↩´̊alEp̄, and so the regular outcome of *bu↩rum remained unchanged.

Another word that is spelled with wåw but which probably contained a *↩ is
moser ‘bands’. As it appears to be a *maqt.ilum instrument noun of the root ↩sr
‘to bind’, it should be reconstructed as *ma↩tsirum. An opposite example of non-
etymological <↩> is found in moznáyim ‘balance, scales’, spelled <m↩znym>. The
word should be reconstructed as *mawdzinayma, as is attested by the lack of
*↩ in Ugaritic <mznm>. It is probably derived from a root that is not attested

9And similarly, *bi↩rum ‘well’ > *bēr >> Biblical Hebrew b↩er.
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in Biblical Hebrew, but is cognate with Arabic wzn ‘to bear (a load)’ (Koehler &
Baumgartner 1994–2001: 539). Since this root is lacking in Hebrew, the word
could have undergone folk etymology linking it to ↩ózEn ‘ear’, which would explain
the spelling with ↩´̊alEp̄.

The origin of porot
¯

‘shoots’, spelled with ↩´̊alEp̄, is unclear, and so is its recon-
struction (Koehler & Baumgartner 1994–2001: 909).

Verbs

The existence of one class of weak verbs in Biblical Hebrew is completely due to the
operation of this change of *a↩ > *ā > *ō. These I-↩ verbs have an o as the prefix
vowel in the imperfect, e.g. yob

¯
d
¯

u <y↩bdw> ‘they will be lost’ < *ya↩budū. Many
I-↩ verbs have analogically restored the consonantal *↩, leaving only a number of
frequent verbs in this category, viz. ↩bd ‘to be lost, perish’, ↩by ‘to permit’, ↩h. z ‘to
seize’, ↩kl ‘to eat’, ↩mr ‘to say’ and ↩py ‘to bake’. ↩hb ‘to love’ has only preserved the
result of the sound change in the first person singular (wå)↩ohab

¯
‘(and) I loved’

and similar forms.

3.3.3 *ā> å

*qāt.um

sās ‘moth’ would seem to go back to *tsātsu, as supported by Syriac sāsā and
Akkadian /sāsu/, but Arabic sūsun ‘moth-worm’ and G@↪@z ś. āś.e ‘moth, worm’ show
that both the vowel and the consonants exhibit irregular correspondences. The
word was probably borrowed into all these languages from an unknown source,
and it could have reached Hebrew after the Canaanite Shift had stopped operating,
or simply as *sas-. Another option is that Hebrew borrowed it from Aramaic or
Akkadian; or again, the different words may be onomatopoeic.
↪åb

¯
‘cloud’ retains its å in the construct state plural, ↪åb

¯
e. As it is associated with

the II-y root ↪yb, however, we may reconstruct it as *↪ayabum, rather than *↪ābum.
Another possible *qāt.um noun is tå (spelled <t↩>) ‘guard chamber’. That the å

is originally long is shown by the construct state plural tå↩e and by the Akkadian
cognate /tā↩u/ ‘room’. Interestingly, the Aramaic cognates of this word have a w
as the second radical, e.g. Syriac and Jewish Babylonian Aramaic tawwānā. This
suggests that the word, at least as it appears in Hebrew and Akkadian, should be
reconstructed as *tawa↩um, which would regularly yield the attested forms.
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Finally, there are the active participles of II-wy verbs like qåm ‘standing’. Like
↪åb

¯
and tå, they retain their q´̊amEs. in positions where originally short *a would

undergo reduction, as in the construct state plural qåme. This historically long
vowel should not be reconstructed as *ā, though, but as the result of a contracted
triphthong *awa or *aya (see chapter 5). Thus, these participles are formally
equivalent to *qat.alum adjectives like h. åd

¯
åš ‘new’ or yåråq ‘green’ (Fox 2003:

162).

*qVt.ālum

krå↪áyim ‘shins’ has cognates which attest to an *ā in the original second syllable:
Syriac krā↪ā, Arabic kurā↪un. The word is also attested in a different form in
G@↪@z kw@rnā↪ ‘elbow, forearm’ (< *kurnā↪, possibly metathesised from *kur↪ān, cf.
Yemeni Arabic kir↪ān; Leslau 1987) and Akkadian /kur̄ıtu/, perhaps < *kuri↪tum.
↪ånån ‘cloud cover’ would seem to go back to *↪anānum, as evidenced by Aramaic

↪nānā and Arabic ↪anānun. While there are few unambiguous Biblical Hebrew
forms, though, the word apparently behaves like a *qat.alum noun, as is seen from
the construct state ↪ănan, and many authors simply treat it as such. Fox (2003:
163) notes that there are several semantically related *qat.alum nouns, like båråd

¯
‘hail’, båråq ‘lightning’, and måt.år ‘rain’. The semantic association with these
words may have prompted the shift of *↪anānum to a *qat.alum pattern, yielding
*↪ananum.

Blau (1996: 27) suggests that ↩ănåšim ‘men’ was originally the plural of ↩̆Enoš
‘man, mankind’, in which case it would go back to *↩Vnās̄ıma and would have
preserved its *ā as å. The construct state ↩anše, however, clearly shows that the
stem should be reconstructed as *↩Vnas-, not as *↩Vnās-, which would have yielded
**↩ănåše in the construct state; Blau sees ↩anše as a secondary, analogical form, but
it seems more prudent to see it as reflecting *↩inas-, the regular plural stem of ↩iš
‘man’ < *↩ins-, with Dolgopolsky (1999: 161–162).

*qat.t.ālum

A relatively common category of nouns which is often reconstructed with an
*ā > Biblical Hebrew å is qat.t.ål, consisting of nouns and adjectives expressing
professions or habitual characteristics. The attested words are listed in table 3.7.
At first sight, these words would seem to be derived from a *qat.t.ālum pattern,
as reflexes of that pattern with very similar semantics are attested in many other
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Table 3.7: qat.t.ål habitual agent nominals

BH meaning BH meaning

gannåb
¯

‘thief’ sallåh. ‘forgiving (m.sg.)’
dawwåy ‘faint (m.sg.)’ såråb

¯
im ‘obstinate (m.pl.)’

dayyåḡim ‘fishermen’ ↪awwål ‘ill-doer’
dayyån ‘judge’ påråš ‘horseman’
h. abbårim ‘partners’ s.awwår* ‘neck’
h. at.t.å↩im ‘sinful (m.pl.)’ s.ayyåd

¯
‘hunter’

h. allåš ‘weakling’ qallå↪im ‘slingers’
h. åråš ‘artisan’ qannå ‘jealous (m.sg.)’
t.abbåh. ‘bodyguard’ qaššåt

¯
‘archer’

kEh. åšim ‘lying’ (m.pl.) raggåz ‘excited (m.sg.)’
naggåh. ‘prone to gore (m.sg.)’ rakkåb

¯
‘charioteer, horseman’

sabbål ‘bearer’ raqqåh. im ‘ointment mixers’

*Spelled <s.w↩r>, perhaps to distinguish it from s.ur <s.wr> ‘rock’; possibly derived
from a supposed root s.wr ‘to turn’, thus originally ‘turning’ (Koehler & Baumgartner
1994–2001: 1009).

branches of Semitic, e.g. Aramaic gannāb
¯

ā ‘thief’, Arabic h
˘
abbāzun ‘baker’, G@↪@z

↩aggār ‘pedestrian’, and Akkadian /nappāh
˘
u/ ‘smith’ (Fox 2003: 253–261).10

It is not certain, however, that the Biblical Hebrew pattern should actually be
reconstructed as *qat.t.ālum, as these words often seem to behave as if their second
syllable contains a historically short vowel, as in *qat.t.alum. In the construct state,
for instance, the q´̊amEs. becomes a pát

¯
ah. , e.g. dayyan ‘judge (construct)’. We might

expect an original *ā to stay long, and thus yield **å, even when unstressed.11

The existence of a Proto-Semitic class of *qat.t.alum nominals with these semantics
is supported by evidence from Assyrian. In this dialect (or rather, collection of
dialects) of Akkadian, *a in open syllables assimilated in quality to the following
vowel’s syllable, resulting in stem-internal vowel alternations as in /qaqqudu/
‘head’ (nom.), /qaqqidi/ (gen.), /qaqqada/ (acc.), all from *qaqqad- (Von Soden
1995: 15). This phenomenon also occurs in a class of nouns and adjectives with
the semantics we are currently concerned with: for example, the assimilation
of the second vowel in /šarruqū/ (nom.), /šarreqē/ (gen./acc.) ‘thieves’ shows

10For s.awwår ‘neck’, however, note the Aramaic cognates reflecting short *a: Syriac s.awrā, Biblical
Aramaic s.awwreh ‘his neck’.

11Although the construct state of words ending in the suffix -ån (see below) does change it to -an,
e.g. qOrban ‘offering (construct)’; this must go back to *-ānum, as no *-anum suffix is attested.
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Table 3.8: -ån nominals

BH meaning

biråniyyot
¯

‘fortresses’
binyån ‘building’
dårb

¯
ån ‘goad’

kib
¯

šån ‘oven’
nis.s.ånim ‘blossoms’
↪inyån ‘task’
qinyån ‘property’
qOrbån ‘offering’
šulh. ån ‘table’
šin↩ån ‘highness’
širyån ‘scaly mail’

that it was short, i.e. the word is a *qat.t.alum noun (Huehnergard 1992: 223,
n. 59). Problematically, the few attested construct state plural forms of these
nouns in Biblical Hebrew show retention of the å, which is unexpected for short
*a: h. at.t.å↩e ‘sinners (construct)’, h. åråše ‘artisans (construct)’, s.awwåre ‘necks’
(construct)’ (but s.awwrot

¯
ek
¯
Em ‘your necks’ with reduction of the *a). Perhaps

the strong resemblance of this Hebrew class of words to Aramaic *qat.t.ālum
nouns led bilingual speakers to reinterpret these words as if their second vowel
was historically long, giving rise to new, analogically preserved å vowels in the
construct state plural, one of the few forms in which a difference between *ā
and *a would be visible and an infrequent form at that. Of course, the forms
that have been used to argue for a reconstruction as *qat.t.alum with a short *a,
viz. the construct state singular forms like dayyan ‘judge’ and s.awwrot

¯
ek
¯
Em ‘your

necks’, could also be the result of analogy. Still, the possibility that these words
did not originally contain a long *ā renders them unfit for use as evidence about
the conditioning of the Canaanite Shift.

*-ānum

Table 3.8 lists words in which the common *-ānum suffix appears as -ån. Some
words have been excluded from the table as it is unclear whether they are common
nouns or proper nouns, such as liwyåt

¯
ån (Leviathan) and nh. uštån (Nehushtan),
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or because their meaning and etymology are unclear, such as h. ammån ‘incense
stand?’.

While *-ānum usually appears as -on in Biblical Hebrew, the quality of the vowel
remained unchanged in its relatives, such as Aramaic, and many of the words in
table 3.8 have been suspected to have been borrowed from that language. Wagner
(1966) lists biråniyyot

¯
‘fortresses’, binyån ‘building’, and ↪inyån ‘task’ as Aramaic

loanwords; binyån is stated to derive from *bunyānu (cf. Arabic bunyānun), with
the dissimilation of *bu > *bi which – in his opinion – was regular in Aramaic,
but not in Hebrew. The conditioning of this dissimilation in Biblical Hebrew will
be investigated below, but given the word’s semantics, which make it prone to
borrowing, and broad attestation in Aramaic, we may unproblematically regard
it as a loanword. Similarly, dårb

¯
ån ‘goad’ looks decidedly un-Hebrew: it is not

connected with an attested Hebrew root, and the unreduced å in the first syllable
is reminiscent of the Aramaic qal active participle, qāt.el, as Bauer & Leander (1922:
500) note. The attested plural, dårb

¯
onot

¯
‘goads’, may have adopted the more

common Biblical Hebrew form of the *-ānu suffix. Incidentally, these two forms of
the word show an alternation between stressed ´̊a and unstressed o, contrary to
what the supposed stress-based conditioning of the Canaanite Shift would predict.

kib
¯

šån ‘oven’ and širyån ‘scaly mail’, finally, are of unclear origin. kib
¯

šån is
often interpreted as ‘kiln’ and derived from the root kbš ‘to subdue, to rape’. The
kiln would then be that in which ore is subdued. This derivation seems a bit
far-fetched, especially since the other attested Biblical Hebrew *qit.lānum nouns
have a passive meaning or are action nouns; thus, qinyån ‘property’ is that which
is acquired (qny), h. Ešbon ‘account’ is either that which is accounted (h. šb) or the
act of accounting, etc. kib

¯
šån, then, should be **‘that which is subdued’ or **‘the

act of subduing’, not ‘that which subdues’. In fact, Mishnaic Hebrew attests the
word kib

¯
šon ‘secret’, which is a much better fit for the expected meaning ‘that

which is subdued’. As we cannot be sure where kib
¯

šån comes from, we cannot
know whether its q´̊amEs. derives from an earlier *ā or not.

širyån ‘scaly mail’, which is also attested as širyon and siryon, cannot be con-
nected with a known root, and the interchange between šin and såmek

¯
is very

suspect. We are probably dealing with a loanword, although the source remains
unknown. šulh. ån ‘table’, too, is of uncertain origin. Thus, most of the -ån nominals
must be discarded, and we are left with nis.s.ånim ‘blossoms’, qinyån ‘property’,
qOrbån ‘offering’, and šin↩ån ‘highness’.
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Table 3.9: Possible *mVqt.ālum nouns with preserved å

BH meaning

mos.å↩e ‘exits (construct)’
moråše ‘desires? (construct)’
mat.t.å↪e ‘planting places (construct)’
makkårehEm ‘their clients?’
miqrå↩e ‘convocations (construct)’

*mVqt.ālum

As was discussed above, there are a few attestations of Biblical Hebrew *mVqt.ālum
nouns. While the absolute state singular of these nouns would be indistinguishable
from *mVqt.alum nouns if they did not undergo the Canaanite Shift, as both
patterns would have merged in mVqt.ål, there are several words which preserve
their q´̊amEs. in unstressed, non-pretonic syllables, which may indicate the presence
of an *ā as the original vowel; the relevant forms are listed in table 3.9. Note
that all of the words except for moråše ‘desires? (construct)’ have a guttural or
reš as their third radical. As *mVqt.alum nouns occasionally undergo seemingly
secondary gemination of the third radical in the plural, as in mah. šåk

¯
‘dark place’,

plural mah. šakkim (absolute) / mah. šakke (construct), or mErh. åq ‘distance’, plural
mErh. aqqim (absolute) / mErh. aqqe (construct), these apparent *mVqt.ālum nouns
listed in table 3.9 could also go back to *mVqt.alum nouns with a geminated third
radical in the plural, which was then regularly degeminated with compensatory
lengthening of *a > å in Tiberian Hebrew.

Additionally, the *mVqt.ālum or *miqt.ulum noun mišt.oăh. ‘spreading place’ (for
nets) has the construct state mišt.ah. . This could indicate a stress-conditioned
alternation between *mVqt.´̄ol (absolute) and *mVqt.āl (construct), but this alterna-
tion is regular if the word is to be reconstructed as a *miqt.ulum noun: absolute
*mist.úh. um > *mišt.´̄oh. (with tonic lengthening, see chapter 4) > mišt.oăh. (insertion
of pát

¯
ah. furtivum between the historically long non-a vowel and syllable-final

guttural), while the construct state is *mist.uh. u > *mišt.oh. (no tonic lengthening
in the construct state) > mišt.ah. (with assimilation of the historically short non-a
vowel before the syllable-final guttural).
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Miscellaneous

There are two nouns of reduplicated patterns that seem to have an *ā preserved
as å. s.E ↩̆Es.å↩im ‘offspring’ has the construct state s.E ↩̆Es.å↩e, but this å could be the
result of compensatory lengthening after degemination of the *↩, in which case
this word would be a *qVt.qattum reduplicated form with gemination of the last
radical, similar to taltallim ‘date blossoms’. As in the imperative and infinitive
construct, the first radical of this root, ys. ↩ ‘to go out’, has been left off. Another
reduplicated word is s.ap̄s.åp̄å ‘willow’, only attested once in that form. Its Arabic
cognate s.afs. āfatun contains an *ā, which might be the case for the Biblical Hebrew
word, too. As names of flora and fauna are frequently borrowed, however, s.ap̄s.åp̄å
cannot securely be used as evidence of the non-occurrence of the Canaanite Shift.

Two nominals remain. Besides the single attestation of the place name tošåb
¯

e
ḡil↪åd

¯
in 1 Kings 17:1, which is textually uncertain,12 tošåb

¯
‘resident alien’ has

no attested forms which would clearly differentiate between an *ā and an *a in
the second syllable, but the Syriac cognate tawtāb

¯
ā must go back to *tawt

¯
ābum.

Then, there is śmåli ‘left (m.sg.)’, the adjective belonging to the noun śmol ‘left’
discussed above. As was mentioned, the precise reconstruction of śmol is unclear,
but its o can be assumed to have derived from *ā. Many scholars (e.g. Blau
2010: 48) reconstruct śmåli with an *ā as well and see this interchange between
o and å as evidence of the stress-based conditioning of the Canaanite Shift. An
alternative would be that śmåli is derived from a different word for ‘left’, such as
the ancestor of Arabic šam↩alun, which is attested besides the form that is more
easily connected with Biblical Hebrew śmol, viz. Arabic šimālun. Interestingly, a
similar discrepancy between noun and adjective is found in the words for ‘right’:
the noun is yåmin < *yamı̄num, cf. Arabic yamı̄nun, but the adjective is ymåni.
In this case, a motivation can be found for deriving a separate adjective form, as
the expected form ymini had acquired the more specific meaning ‘Benjaminite’.
As is the case for ‘left’, Arabic attests a cognate that could have given rise to the
adjective for ‘right’: Arabic yamanun ‘right’ should go back to *yamanum, also
reflected by Akkadian /imnu/. This form could be combined with the derivational
suffix *-̄ıyum to form *yaman̄ıyum, resulting in ymåni. Since it is quite likely that
the words for ‘left’ and ‘right’ influenced each other through contamination, there
are a few different scenarios for the origin of śmåli and ymåni. śmåli could either

12For mittošåb
¯

e ḡil↪åd
¯

in the Masoretic Text, the Septuagint reads ἐκ θεσβων τῆς γαλααδ; together
with the derived adjective tišbi, this points to *tišbe ḡil↪åd

¯
as the more original vocalization.
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be the regular outcome of *śim(↩)āl̄ıyum, or of *śam↩al̄ıyum, or it could have been
influenced by an independently formed ymåni. The latter, in turn, could be the
regular outcome of *yaman̄ıyum, or it could have been contaminated by śmåli.
None of these explanations seems inherently preferable over the others, so we
cannot, for now, be sure about the origin of the å in śmåli.

Brockelmann (1908), Bergsträsser (1918), and Bauer & Leander (1922) each
view the presence of å rather than o in II-wy and III-wy verbs like qåm ‘he stood’
and rås.å ‘he was pleased’ as something that warrants explanation, as Aramaic
(qām, r↪ā) and Arabic (qāma, rad. ā) have ā here. Brockelmann (1908: 142)
attributes this non-operation of the Canaanite Shift to the fact that these verbs
did not bear phrasal stress, while Bauer & Leander (1922: 192) take these verbs
to be examples of the ‘younger stratum’ of Hebrew, which did not undergo the
Canaanite Shift at all; Bergsträsser simply admits that the forms are unexplained.
As noted above, however, Birkeland (1940: 41–46) convincingly argues that these
instances of ā go back to earlier *awa and *aya, which were only contracted in the
individual languages (or not at all, cf. G@↪@z III-wy forms like fatawa ‘he desired’
and bakaya ‘he cried’; see chapter 5). In Canaanite, this only took place after the
operation of the Canaanite shift, so these words did not have an *ā when it could
have changed to *ō.

The pronominal suffixes -k
¯

å (2m.sg.) and -hå (3f.sg.) have also been the
subject of much discussion. The length of their vowel, as well as that of the other
second and third person pronominal suffixes and several other words, such as
the independent personal pronoun ↩attå ‘you (m.sg.)’, varies between and even
within separate Semitic languages; for variation within Biblical Hebrew, cf. ↪åĺEk

¯
å

‘on you (m.sg.)’, ↪åĺEhå ‘on her’, but låk
¯

‘to you (m.sg.)’ (pausal form), låh ‘to
her’. Brockelmann (1908) and others after him have tried to resolve this issue by
stating that originally long, word-final vowels were phonetically not quite long
or short, but anceps, i.e. something in between. This problem is investigated
in depth in chapter 8, where the conclusion is reached that the word-final -å in
these forms does not reflect historical *-ā, and accordingly, they do not constitute
counterexamples to the Canaanite Shift.

Another unexpected q´̊amEs. is found in the -å ending of the cohortative (e.g.
↩elk

¯
å ‘I would like to go’) and long imperative (e.g. lk

¯
å ‘(please) go’); these forms,

too, are discussed in chapter 8. In brief, Moran (1960) shows that a similar form to
the cohortative is used in the Amarna letters and links it to the Arabic subjunctive
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yaqt.ula, with short *-a; this *-a was protected from the loss of word-final short
vowels by the frequently attached precative particle -nå (Blau 1977).

Brockelmann (1908) holds that the Canaanite Shift was not only conditioned
by word stress, but also by phrasal stress. In this way, he explains the difference
between ko and k´̊ak

¯
å ‘thus’, which he reconstructs as *kā and reduplicated *kākā,

as well as the difference in vocalism between the -mo in kmo ‘as’ and må ‘what’,
which would then both come from *mā. As we have seen above, ko should
rather be reconstructed as *ka-hu, literally ‘like it’. k´̊ak

¯
å might then be a similar

form, with the second person suffix instead of the third person, i.e. *ka-ka ‘like
you’, perhaps ‘like this’, contrasted with *ka-hu ‘like that’. Thus, k´̊ak

¯
å does not

necessarily show *ā > å. While the -mo of kmo probably does derive from *mā,
må is more likely to go back to *mah, cf. Ugaritic <mh>, Arabic (reduplicated)
mahmā ‘whatever’ (Blau 2010: 186). The original *h would then be responsible
for the usual gemination of the following consonant, which is hard to understand
if we reconstruct *mā with a long vowel. Syntagms such as ma-zzE ‘what is this?’
should then be reconstructed like *mah-d

¯
ı̄.

3.3.4 *a↩ > å

This section is limited to words which may have contained the sequence *a↩ in
an originally closed syllable, as the *↩ before a vowel was simply preserved until
long after the operation of the Canaanite Shift, and often into Biblical Hebrew.13

Thus, the many examples of III-↩ verbs ending in -å, e.g. qårå ‘he called’ and yiqrå
‘he will call’, will not be discussed, as the elision of their *↩ is almost certainly a
much later development than the elision of *↩ in syllable-final position; when the
Canaanite Shift was operative, they were still pronounced *qara↩a, *yiqra↩u, etc.,
and did not contain a long *ā that it could have targeted.

The first and second persons of the perfect of III-↩ verbs did contain a syllable-
final *↩, as in *qara↩ta ‘you called’, and this should be expected to have elided,
lengthening the *a > *ā in time for it to participate in the Canaanite shift, like
that of *ra↩sum > roš ‘head’ and others discussed above. The non-occurrence of
such expected forms as **qårót

¯
å14, however, is the result of paradigmatic leveling,

13In Tiberian Hebrew, ↩ was regularly lost before unstressed vowels, cf. *mi↩atáyma > måt
¯
áyim

‘two hundred’, *mal↩akátum > mlåk
¯

å ‘work’. Cases of Tiberian ↩ before unstressed vowels are the
result of analogical restoration based on their retention before stressed vowels.

14Punic corathi ‘I called’, attested in the Poenulus, is probably a corrupted spelling for /qar´̄ot̄ı/;
this /ō/ tells us nothing about the workings of the Canaanite Shift, though, as it is probably the
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based on analogy with the third person forms and the strong verb: *qat.ala (3m.sg.
perfect) : *qat.alta (2m.sg. perfect) = *qara↩a (3m.sg. perfect) : *qara↩ta (2m.sg.
perfect).

Turning to the nouns, there is h. at.t.åt
¯
<h. t.↩t> ‘sin(-offering)’, derived from the

root h. t. ↩ ‘to sin’. While the word looks like it goes back to *h. at.t.a↩tum, it could be a
post-Canaanite Shift formation, patterned after other *qat.t.altum abstract nouns
like *yabbastum > yabb́EšEt

¯
‘dry land’, from the root ybš ‘to be dry’. Alternatively,

the *a↩ could have been restored based on the plural *h. at.t.a↩ātum, where it would
have been retained.

The vocalic alternation seen in roš ‘head’ and its plural råšim (absolute), råše
(construct) might seem to be an example of stress conditioning of the Canaanite
Shift, but råšim and råše did not actually contain a syllable-final *a↩ sequence.
As Bauer & Leander (1922: 620) note, these forms are the regular outcomes of
*ra↩as̄ıma (absolute) and *ra↩asay (construct), the expected plurals of the singular
*ra↩sum. That the plural of this word was formed in this way is supported by the
Ugaritic spelling <rašm> ‘heads’, which probably reflects /ra↩ašūma/.

This leaves us with the precative particles ↩´̊annå and -nå, spelled <(↩)n↩>.
Unfortunately, their etymologies and reconstructions remain unknown (for a
recent discussion, see Hartlieb 2011). Thus, there are no strong examples of
syllable-final *a↩ > *ā that was unaffected by the Canaanite Shift.

3.4 Analysis

Reviewing the data, the Canaanite Shift seems to have applied in the great majority
of words with *ā. In fact, only seven words unequivocally show the development
*ā > å. Four of these (nis.s.ånim ‘blossoms’, qinyån ‘property’, qOrbån ‘offering’, and
šin↩ån ‘highness’) contain the highly productive *-ānum suffix, and are therefore
of questionable use in establishing the conditions of the Canaanite Shift: if the
*-ān form was preserved in some words or introduced through borrowing from
Aramaic (as it certainly was), it could have secondarily spread to words where
regular sound laws should have produced *-ōn. The words in table 3.10, then, are
the only truly certain examples of *ā > å.

result of the much later Phoenician Shift, which changed new instances of *ā > *ō (Friedrich &
Röllig 1999: 43).
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3.4 Analysis

Table 3.10: *ā > å

BH PNWS meaning

krå↪áyim *kurā↪ayna ‘shins’
tošåb

¯
*tawt

¯
ābum ‘resident alien’

moråše *mawrāt
¯
ay ‘desires? (construct)’

It is striking that two of these words have an o in the syllable preceding their
å. The third one, krå↪áyim, should also be reconstructed with a rounded vowel
in the syllable preceding the *ā: *kurā↪ayma. It would seem, therefore, that the
Canaanite Shift did not apply after rounded vowels, as was already suggested by
Brockelmann (1908) on other grounds. Phonetically, this can be understood as
a dissimilatory effect of the rounded vowel in the first syllable, which prevented
the *ā in the second syllable from shifting to *ō. In the case of tošåb

¯
and moråše,

where the o < *aw, this dissimilatory effect may have been due to the bilabial
approximant *w, if the diphthong *aw had not yet been contracted to *ō.

We are now confronted with another problem, however: the words in table
3.11, where the Canaanite Shift has taken place in words with *u reconstructed
in their first syllable. Interestingly, all of these words have a bilabial consonant
directly preceding or following the *u. In the one word where this vowel has
not been reduced in later Hebrew, rimmon, this *u has visibly dissimilated to i.
Elsewhere in Hebrew, we find more cases of the dissimilation of unstressed *u
> *i when adjacent to bilabials; a telling example is the preservation of *u in
*↩úmrum > ↩ómEr ‘saying’, but its dissimilation in the non-absolute singular forms
of the paradigm, e.g. the construct plural *↩umaray > *↩imaray > ↩imre, and the
associated feminine, *↩umrátum > ↩imrå ‘idem’. The cases of preserved *u in this
position, as in *dubb́̄ıma > dubbim ‘bears’, can be explained through analogy, in
this case with the singular dob

¯
< *dúbbum. Hence, we may postulate a regular

dissimilation of *u > *i in this position. Assuming, then, that this dissimilation of
*u > *i next to a bilabial consonant took place in all of these words, they no longer
contradict the non-operation of the Canaanite Shift after back, rounded vowels:
while *kurā↪ayma > krå↪áyim, *burāt

¯
um > *birāt

¯
um > *birōt

¯
um > broš, etc.
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3 The Canaanite Shift

Table 3.11: *qu(t.)t.āl- > q(it.)t.ol

BH PNWS meaning

broš *burāt
¯
um ‘juniper’

ploni *pulān̄ıyum ‘someone’
pt
¯

ot
¯

e *putātay ‘morsels (construct)’
rimmon *rummānum ‘pomegranate’

3.5 Conclusion

We have seen that many supposed exceptions to the Canaanite Shift of Proto-
Northwest-Semitic *ā > Proto-Canaanite *ō cannot be reconstructed with *ā at
all. Some of these apparent exceptions are loanwords, others are of uncertain
etymology, and some can more plausibly be reconstructed with *a or a triphthong
like *awa. Once these words are excluded, the Canaanite Shift is regularly seen to
apply to the vast majority of the eligible material. Contrary to the position held
by Brockelmann (1908) and others, no stress conditioning is needed to explain
the few cases where *ā was preserved as å – although the occasional development
to *ū in non-initial syllables noted by Bergsträsser (1918) was stress-conditioned,
only occurring in unstressed syllables. Rather, the Canaanite Shift did not take
place in words where *ā was preceded by a rounded vowel or *w in the preceding
syllable, which exerted a dissimilatory influence on the vowel in question. In the
handful of words where *ā did shift to *ō despite *u in the preceding syllable, we
may assume that the adjacent bilabial consonant had caused the dissimilation of
this *u > *i before the operation of the Canaanite Shift.

Chronologically, the Canaanite Shift must have preceded the contraction of
triphthongs in Hebrew (see chapter 5), as *ā that resulted from earlier *V̆Wa
did not shift to *ō. Consequently, the Canaanite Shift also predated the first
apocope of word-final short vowels and the loss of mimation (chapter 4). An
absolute chronology is somewhat harder to establish. While the Canaanite Shift is
attested in all Canaanite languages in which its effects would be visible – almost by
definition – we cannot be sure that it took place at the same time in the ancestor
of Hebrew as in that of Amarna Canaanite, which already attests its operation in
the 14th century BCE. As the Canaanite Shift is one of the first sound changes to
have differentiated pre-Hebrew from Proto-Northwest-Semitic, however, it must
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3.5 Conclusion

predate the beginning of the Hebrew epigraphic record. Presumably, it is to be
placed at some point in the second millennium BCE.
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